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In her powerhouse debut, Tamice Spencer-Helms exposes 
the leaven of whiteness that pervades so much of 
Christianity in America today. At a young age, the Black 
church introduced her to a God of love, empowerment, and 
joy. But an encounter with White Jesus set her on a path that 
nearly destroyed her faith altogether. Persistent police 
brutality against Black people, and the white church’s 
persistent excuses for it, forced Spencer-Helms to carefully 
identify how the idol of whiteness keeps Christians captive, 
and how we can burn the idol down. With brilliant prose and 
gripping storytelling, she takes us on the painful but 
liberating journey of extracting the leaven from spirituality, 
and rediscovering the parts of ourselves that a colonized 
Christianity seeks to suppress. This book will confront 
readers with the stomach-turning reality of constant 
injustice, but also delight and overwhelm them with the 
freedom of Christ. 

About the Book

Paperback: $14.99
E-Book: $9.99
Page Count: 188
Paperback ISBN 978-1-7358337-2-9
E-book ISBN 978-1-7358337-3-6
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About the Author

Tamice Spencer-Helms is a theologian, author, and 
speaker living in Richmond, Virginia. She is the 
founder and CEO of Sub: Culture Incorporated, a 
non-profit that provides holistic support and crisis 
relief for Black college students. Throughout her 16 
years in full-time ministry, she supported and 
ministered to countless young adults. She holds a 
Bachelor's degree in Religious Studies and 
Copywriting from Virginia Commonwealth University, 
a Master's degree in Contextual Leadership from 
Wheaton College, and a Master’s degree in Theology 
from Fuller Seminary.  

 To stay informed about Tamice's upcoming projects 
and events, follow her on Instagram 
@tamicenamaespeaks and Twitter @TamiceNamae or 
subscribe to her Substack blog at 
tamicenamaespeaks.substack.com.
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Praise for 
Faith Unleavened

“Much has been written about the young white exodus from evangelical 
religion. Rarely have we been invited to journey alongside young evangelicals 
of color. Tamice Spencer-Helms takes readers by the hand and walks them 
through her exodus and liberation. We witness the scales falling from her 
eyes and see with her, for the first time, that the white evangelical waters she 
once found respite within are actually filled with the rotting bodies of 
theology and discipleship stunted and killed by White Jesus. Walk with 
Tamice through each stage of her healing and transformation, and encounter 
unleavened faith. This is a worthy read, indeed.” 

—Lisa Sharon Harper, president and founder of Freedom Road, LLC and
author of several books, including The Very Good Gospel and Fortune: How Race Broke
My Family And The World—And How To Repair It All 
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Praise for 
Faith Unleavened

“Tamice is an incredibly important voice as someone who lives faith at the 
intersection of practitioner and theologian. Her reflections on historical events 
that have shaped this emerging generation is a gift to anyone who mentors young 
people of any racial background, since these events have shaped our ecosystem.”

—Rev. Sandra Maria Van Opstal, founder of Chasing Justice

“I learn so much from listening to stories unlike my own. In this memoir of 
evolving faith, Tamice bravely invites us into a journey that is tender but 
unflinching, heavy with grief and suffused with hope. I am challenged by the ways 
we disagree with one another, and even more challenged by the ways we agree.”

—Gregory Coles, author of Single, Gay, Christian and No Longer Strangers
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Praise for 
Faith Unleavened

"We all need fellow sojourners on our path to a more beautiful, just world. Tamice 
Spencer-Helms is an ideal guide for those seeking to leave behind faith narratives 
of exclusion, violence, greed, sexism, exploitation, and racism rooted in white 
supremacy for narratives of reconciliation, inclusion, nonviolence, generosity, 
equality, and sustainability. Spencer-Helms displays a powerful, honest, and 
clarion voice in Faith Unleavened. This book is a must-read for all who care about 
the role of faith in a world seeking justice.”

—Doug Pagitt, pastor, author, activist, executive director of Vote Common Good 

“In Faith Unleavened, Tamice Spencer-Helms vulnerably provides us with her exile 
experience in white evangelicalism and her courageous exodus out of it. Doing so, 
she offers a gift for the rest of us, inviting everyone to let go of White Jesus so we 
can encounter the living, liberating, and unleavened Bread of God. Read this book!”

—Drew G. I. Hart, Associate Professor of Theology at Messiah University, 
author of Who Will Be A Witness?, and co-host of the InVerse Podcast
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Praise for 
Faith Unleavened

“Tamice Spencer-Helms guides us through the wilderness of a Black woman 
contorting herself to a white Jesus and into freedom as a Black woman fully seen 
and loved by herself and Jesus. Spencer-Helms shares her doubts and the 
obstacles to decolonizing faith with a vulnerability and honesty that made me 
flinch. She powerfully names how white supremacy gaslights all of us and she 
gives hope to those still on the journey.”

— Kathy Khang, author of Raise Your Voice 

“A faith cannot feed you until you have first wrestled with it and sat with the story 
it has yielded in your life. In Faith Unleavened, Tamice Spencer-Helms shares the 
story of her wrestling in the wilderness and the sustenance she found therein. May 
we all be courageous enough to trust God with our stories.” 

—Pastor Trey Ferguson, founding president of Rebellion for Christ Ministries,
   co-host of the Three Black Men podcast
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Contact Information:

Paperback: $14.99
E-Book: $9.99
Page Count: 188
Paperback ISBN 978-1-7358337-2-9
E-book ISBN 978-1-7358337-3-6

To request review copies, contact the 
publisher: KTF Press, media@ktfpress.com.

To schedule an interview, contact the 
author: Tamice Spencer-Helms, 
contact@tamicenamae.org.

The eBook version of Faith Unleavened is 
now available for pre-order. The eBook and 
paperback versions will both be released on 
February 21.


